Farmington Public Safety Department

WEEKLY SHIFT REPORT

August 24, 2020 through August 30, 2020
CALL TYPE & QUANTITY
TOTAL CALLS
171

TRAFFIC STOPS
85

MEDICALS
15

FIRE CALLS
2

CRASHES
3

FELONY
0

ARREST TYPE & QUANTITY
OWI

OUID

DWLS

WARRANT

0

0

1

2

SUMMARY OF NOTABLE INCIDENTS

Covid 19 Complaint
On August 27th an officer was dispatched to a complaint that a local area gym was holding an
indoor class in violation of the State’s Emergency Order prohibiting indoor fitness activities.
Officers observed the violation and advised the gym owner that the incident will be forwarded
to the Attorney General’s office for review.
Animal Complaint
On August 27th an officer was dispatched to a residence on Kirby St for a report of a dog that
had attacked another dog. Upon arrival the officer learned that the suspect dog had bitten the
victim dog when the victim dog and his owner had walked by the house. The owner of the
suspect dog was cited for the dog bite.
Fraud
On August 28th a Brookdale Condo resident reported at the Police Desk that she had been the
victim of a fraud. The victim reported that the she had located a home for rent on Craigslist
and contacted the alleged owner via text. The owner advised the victim that she had to pay a
deposit of $550 and a date was arranged for the victim to view the home. The victim sent the
money via “CashApp” and was soon notified by her Credit Union that they believed she had
been scammed. The victim requested her money back and soon learned that the suspect had
blocked her on CashApp and disconnected his phone. The case was turned over to the
detective bureau for further investigation.
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